The robot will see you now?
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ABSTRACT

Remote medical videoconferencing and teleconsultations are well-established in modern medical practice with good video and audio quality and data security. Extending this practice to ward rounds requires bringing the communication interface to the ward patient. This was found to be acceptable to patients and technically successful by Croghan et al.
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In the first issue of this volume, Croghan et al.\textsuperscript{1} present their initial experience using a system of a tablet computer mounted on a remotely controlled mobile chassis to allow a consultant surgeon to conduct a remote ward round in the presence of the other members of the surgical team. The system is inexpensive, requires minimal installation and utilises existing hospital infrastructure. The study shows initial proof of concept. In the context of the general surgical ward rounds at a single centre in Ireland, the robotic ward rounds were acceptable to a range of patients of different ages, a wide variety of pathologies and the robotic ward rounds were generally successfully completed.

The concept of telemedicine/remote consultations is not new, particularly for outpatient consultations and inter-professional teleconferencing, but as the authors state, there has not been wide uptake of this technology for inpatient ward rounds. Teleconferencing interfaces are well developed with data security, good video and audio quality, but the interfaces have not generally been designed to be independently mobile.

Some general surgical inpatients are relatively immobile (due to frailty, comorbidity, the presence of tubing, drains, monitoring leads, etc.) and despite a cultural change to earlier mobilisation, the most workable solution is to bring the surgical ward round to the patient rather than vice versa, whereas for other applications of telemedicine, portability of the communication interface has not been necessary. This has been the major technical impediment to allowing ward rounds to be conducted remotely. With the system used by Croghan et al., the only reported technical difficulty was secondary to the wireless data connection (which was resolved by an upgrade to the bandwidth). Successful telerounding using more expensive robots was previously reported for urology inpatients in 2007\textsuperscript{2} and in general surgery by Imperial College in 2005.\textsuperscript{3} Uptake since that time has been poor, despite the positive descriptions of safety, staff and patient acceptability and technical success. There has also been limited information published on the time taken for the robotic ward rounds compared to conventional rounds.

There have been two developments within the last decade, which will help with wider adoption of this technology. The first of these is the widespread use of good quality, affordable videoconferencing (in particular hand-held tablets) used not just in business but also at home. Patients are now frequently familiar with these
types of systems prior to their hospital admissions, when unanticipated initial use of new communication technology whilst being unwell would be an unacceptable step for many patients. Younger patients, those who are most proficient with computers and those who have previously used video calling facilities were reported to have the greatest acceptance of teleconsultation in primary care. Deprivation was associated with lower chance of previous use of video calling. The second is the functioning system to move the communication interface around the ward round. Croghan et al. have mounted their commercially available tablet onto an inexpensive lightweight Double™ base mobility unit. The ward round is conducted with the other members of the surgical team, who will be in a position to guide and assist the robot, for example, through doorways, over steps, into (and operating) lifts and avoiding other obstacles. To this end, the transportation for the tablet is lightweight but stable and manoeuvrable. A simple alternative to this would be for the surgical team to carry the tablet computer and hold it/pass it to the patients for the consultation. In many hospitals, individual bedside screens have been installed providing television, telephone and internet services, which, if they include cameras, etc., could potentially be used for these teleconsultations. The drawbacks to removing the base mobility unit are the loss of image stability and ability of the remote consultant to direct the camera (as well as the need to have a mechanism to allow cleaning of the device and prevention of cross infection).

The robotic ward rounds have still required the presence of the other members of the surgical team and, with the need for physical examination and practical procedures on the ward, cannot eliminate the need for this physical surgical presence. The remote consultant will not be able to pick up on non-visual/audio information such as touch, smell and temperature and there have been limitations with other interactions and cues; however, many of the shortcomings in interactions may be overcome with time and reduced by technological advances.

The addition of further software to this system such as pathology results, radiology images and observation was associated with lower chance of previous use of video calling. The most likely early adopters of robotic ward round systems would be remote locations where consultants will visit but are not present for patients’ entire hospital stay, a specialist opinion (not present on site) is required or when surgeons have to work at another site or are at a conference.

The robotic ward rounds have not been designed to replace all conventional ward rounds and in-person consultations are very important to build the physician–patient relationship. Some aspects of care can be undertaken by other members of the surgical team (including physical examination and practical procedures) and standardised care pathways also assist in maintaining quality of care without direct consultant presence. Specialist physical/operative procedures (with the exception of those carried out by robotic surgery) require expert senior surgical presence. Croghan et al. and Ellison et al. both reported patient satisfaction with the robotic ward rounds or a preference for a teleround by their own surgeon rather than a colleague in person, but not all patients will accept or are suitable to have their consultations via telemedicine. In the majority of hospitals, many ward rounds are undertaken by other members of the surgical team without the consultant. The surgical team could then discuss the patients’ management with the consultant if needed via telephone or away from the ward with the option of viewing/communicating other clinical information remotely. This well-established and effective system is ingrained in surgical practice and robotic ward rounds would need to offer significant advantage for wider adoption.

In summary, it is likely that the current high-quality video/audio and low system costs will allow for wider adoption of mobile telerounding technology than the previous robotic ward round systems, but whether there is a wide-enough need for fully autonomously mobile teleround systems over the alternatives such as a tablet alone or telephone calls to the other members of the surgical team has yet to be seen.
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